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Usage Screen size /
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Statistics rapidtables.com@media
screen and (max-width:
479px) {/* start of phone
styles */} Most Popular
Screen Resolutions.
Knowing that it is key to
accommodate for the
many diﬀerent devices
when designing websites,

we have compiled a list of
the most up-to-date
devices with their
respective pixel sizes and
viewports below.Popular
Screen Resolutions |
Media Genesis » Media
GenesisScreen Resolution
Statistics. January 2018
32.9% 18% 34% 4% 3%
2% 6.1% January 2017
31.6% 17% 35% 5% 4%
3% 4.4% January 2016
30.7% 18% 35% 6% 4%
3% 3.3% January 2015
32.7% 16% 33% 7% 5%
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4% 2.3% January 2014
34% 13% 31% 8% 7% 6%
1.0% January 2013 36%
11% 25% 10% 8% 9%
1.0%.Browser Display
StatisticsGlobal Top Ten
Screen Size Popularity.
Screen Resolution (Pixel)
and Percentage of Global
Share 1. 320 X 480 (Smart
Phones & iPhones) –
11.4% 2. 768 X 1024
(iPads and 10 inch note
books) – 7.3% 3. 1024 X
768 – 7.8% 4. 1280 X 800
((12 Inch notebook) –
19.5% 5. 1280 X 1024 –
6.5% 6. 1366 X 768 –
13.5% 7.11 Most Common
Screen Resolution

Statistics and Trends ...In
today’s world, there are a
plethora of devices for
people to choose from
and it can be daunting to
try to accommodate and
build for the best
experiences on all
devices. However, it’s
important to stay up-todate with the most
popular screen sizes and
resolutions when
designing web and mobile
sites.Most common
screen resolutions in 2019
- w3codemastersThis
graph shows the stats of
screen resolutions
worldwide based on over
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10 billion monthly page
views.Screen Resolution
Stats Worldwide |
StatCounter Global
StatsThanks to a shift
towards widescreen
laptops and a turnover
among corporate laptop
stock, 1366×768–the
widescreen sibling of
1024×768–is the new
dominant screen
resolution. If the slow fall
of 1024×768 is any
indicator, it’ll be a
technological age or two
before the average user
sits down in front of an
ultra-high resolution
monitor.What’s The Most
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Popular Screen Resolution
Among Internet ...High
Screen Resolution
Statistics. The tables
below are a breakdown of
"other high resolutions"
from our Browser Display
Statistics:High Screen
Resolution StatisticsThat
is, until now. According to
the latest data from
StatCounter, 1366×768
screens just surpassed
1024×768 as the most
popular screen resolution
used by the visitors to
StatCounter’s global
network of sites. Three
years ago, 1024×768 still
accounted for almost 42%
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of all visitors to the
roughly three million sites
that use
StatCounter.Move Over
1024×768: The Most
Popular Screen Resolution
On ...This chart shows the
most common display
resolutions, with the color
of each resolution type
indicating the display
ratio (e.g. red indicates a
4:3 ratio) This article lists
computer monitor screen
resolutions that are
deﬁned by standards or in
common use. Most of
them use certain
preferred numbers.
Computer graphics ...List

of common resolutions WikipediaAccording to the
latest data from
StatCounter, 1366×768
screen resolution just
surpassed 1024×768 as
the most popular screen
resolution used by the
visitors to StatCounter’s
global network of sites.
About four years ago,
1024×768 still accounted
for almost 42% of all
visitors to the roughly
three million sites that
use StatCounter.What Is
the Most Popular Screen
Resolution Now LJ.ComThe next most
popular screen resolutions
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were 480 x 320 (14%),
960 x 540 (6%), 480 x
854 (5%) and 320 x 240
(5%). Please note these
statistics are from
February 2012, which
might be outdated today.
Also, please always keep
in mind that your app
might be used under the
inch sizes and resolutions
not listed in this
article.Most popular
screen sizes/resolutions
on Android phones ...up
vote 2 down vote. Actually
you mean resolution, not
screen size, and it may
not be a relevant datum
nowadays. I'd say that

most popular resolution is
actually somewhere
between 240*320-ldpi and
1080*1920-xxhdpi which
are smart-phone
resolutions.viewport What is today's most
popular screen resolution
...Only in 2014 I realized
that screen resolutions
are more often formed by
multiply of 160 or 240
(example 640, 800, 1280,
1440, 1600, 1680, 1920)
and that 1024×768 and
1366×768 are the ONLY
screen resolutions that do
not follow this rule, and
strangely they are most
popular.Screen resolution
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statistics & evolution
study | Teoalida ...The
display resolution or
display modes of a digital
television, computer
monitor or display device
is the number of distinct
pixels in each dimension
that can be displayed. It
can be an ambiguous
term especially as the
displayed resolution is
controlled by diﬀerent
factors in cathode ray
tube (CRT) displays, ﬂatpanel displays (including
liquid-crystal displays)
and projection displays
...Display resolution WikipediaWhat is the Best
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Screen Size to Design for
in 2020?. The most
satisfying answer I ever
found was: Design for
YOUR audience ﬁrst, the
masses second. That’s
basically how I got by. But
– ** Google may have just
decided for everybody on
this long-discussed
question ** . Google
dictates the ebb and ﬂow
of online commerce and
they’ve just dictated you
need to design for a
satisfying user ...What Is
The Best Screen Size to
Design Websites in
2020According to the
latest data from
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StatCounter, 1366×768
screens just surpassed
1024×768 as the most
popular screen resolution
used by the visitors to
StatCounter’s global
network of sites. Three
years ago, 1024×768 still
accounted for almost 42%
of all visitors to the
roughly three million sites
that use
StatCounter.What is the
most popular screen
resolution size ...Every
single year people make
brand new resolutions,
and they hope against
hope that they will
somehow stick to them.

This usually does not
happen, but there’s
nothing wrong in getting a
little creative with your
New Year’s resolve. At
least you have something
to look forward for to in
future.
According to the latest
data from StatCounter,
1366×768 screens just
surpassed 1024×768 as
the most popular screen
resolution used by the
visitors to StatCounter’s
global network of sites.
Three years ago,
1024×768 still accounted
for almost 42% of all
visitors to the roughly
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three million sites that
use StatCounter.
List of common
resolutions - Wikipedia
Most Popular Screen
Resolutions 2013
11 Most Common Screen
Resolution Statistics and
Trends ...
Thanks to a shift towards
widescreen laptops and a
turnover among corporate
laptop stock,
1366×768–the
widescreen sibling of
1024×768–is the new
dominant screen
resolution. If the slow fall
of 1024×768 is any
indicator, it’ll be a

technological age or two
before the average user
sits down in front of an
ultra-high resolution
monitor.
High Screen Resolution
Statistics
In today’s world, there are
a plethora of devices for
people to choose from
and it can be daunting to
try to accommodate and
build for the best
experiences on all
devices. However, it’s
important to stay up-todate with the most
popular screen sizes and
resolutions when
designing web and mobile
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sites.
Screen Resolution
Statistics rapidtables.com
Every single year people
make brand new
resolutions, and they
hope against hope that
they will somehow stick to
them. This usually does
not happen, but there’s
nothing wrong in getting a
little creative with your
New Year’s resolve. At
least you have something
to look forward for to in
future.
What Is The Best Screen
Size to Design Websites in
2020
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The display resolution or
display modes of a digital
television, computer
monitor or display device
is the number of distinct
pixels in each dimension
that can be displayed. It
can be an ambiguous
term especially as the
displayed resolution is
controlled by diﬀerent
factors in cathode ray
tube (CRT) displays, ﬂatpanel displays (including
liquid-crystal displays)
and projection displays ...
Browser Display Statistics
What is the Best Screen
Size to Design for in
2020?. The most
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satisfying answer I ever
found was: Design for
YOUR audience ﬁrst, the
masses second. That’s
basically how I got by. But
– ** Google may have just
decided for everybody on
this long-discussed
question ** . Google
dictates the ebb and ﬂow
of online commerce and
they’ve just dictated you
need to design for a
satisfying user ...
Popular Screen
Resolutions | Media
Genesis » Media Genesis
Only in 2014 I realized
that screen resolutions
are more often formed by

multiply of 160 or 240
(example 640, 800, 1280,
1440, 1600, 1680, 1920)
and that 1024×768 and
1366×768 are the ONLY
screen resolutions that do
not follow this rule, and
strangely they are most
popular.
Most common screen
resolutions in 2019 w3codemasters
up vote 2 down vote.
Actually you mean
resolution, not screen
size, and it may not be a
relevant datum
nowadays. I'd say that
most popular resolution is
actually somewhere
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between 240*320-ldpi and
1080*1920-xxhdpi which
are smart-phone
resolutions.
Display resolution Wikipedia
That is, until now.
According to the latest
data from StatCounter,
1366×768 screens just
surpassed 1024×768 as
the most popular screen
resolution used by the
visitors to StatCounter’s
global network of sites.
Three years ago,
1024×768 still accounted
for almost 42% of all
visitors to the roughly
three million sites that

use StatCounter.
viewport - What is today's
most popular screen
resolution ...
According to the latest
data from StatCounter,
1366×768 screen
resolution just surpassed
1024×768 as the most
popular screen resolution
used by the visitors to
StatCounter’s global
network of sites. About
four years ago, 1024×768
still accounted for almost
42% of all visitors to the
roughly three million sites
that use StatCounter.
The next most popular
screen resolutions were
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480 x 320 (14%), 960 x
540 (6%), 480 x 854 (5%)
and 320 x 240 (5%).
Please note these
statistics are from
February 2012, which
might be outdated today.
Also, please always keep
in mind that your app
might be used under the
inch sizes and resolutions
not listed in this article.
What’s The Most
Popular Screen
Resolution Among
Internet ...
Screen Resolution
Statistics. January 2018
32.9% 18% 34% 4% 3%
2% 6.1% January 2017
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31.6% 17% 35% 5% 4%
3% 4.4% January 2016
30.7% 18% 35% 6% 4%
3% 3.3% January 2015
32.7% 16% 33% 7% 5%
4% 2.3% January 2014
34% 13% 31% 8% 7% 6%
1.0% January 2013 36%
11% 25% 10% 8% 9%
1.0%.
Move Over 1024×768:
The Most Popular Screen
Resolution On ...
Screen resolution display
size statistics. Most
common screen
resolutions. RapidTables.
Home>Web>
Development > Screen
resolution statistics.
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Screen Resolution
Statistics. Screen
resolution display size
statistics. Most common
screen resolutions: Screen
resolution Display ratio
Usage Screen size / type;
What Is the Most Popular
Screen Resolution Now LJ.Com
This graph shows the
stats of screen resolutions
worldwide based on over
10 billion monthly page
views.
Most Popular Screen
Resolutions 2013
High Screen Resolution
Statistics. The tables
below are a breakdown of

"other high resolutions"
from our Browser Display
Statistics:
Screen Resolution
Stats Worldwide |
StatCounter Global
Stats
This chart shows the most
common display
resolutions, with the color
of each resolution type
indicating the display
ratio (e.g. red indicates a
4:3 ratio) This article lists
computer monitor screen
resolutions that are
deﬁned by standards or in
common use. Most of
them use certain
preferred numbers.
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Computer graphics ...
What is the most
popular screen
resolution size ...
@media screen and (maxwidth: 479px) {/* start of
phone styles */} Most
Popular Screen
Resolutions. Knowing that
it is key to accommodate
for the many diﬀerent
devices when designing

websites, we have
compiled a list of the most
up-to-date devices with
their respective pixel
sizes and viewports
below.
Screen resolution
statistics & evolution
study | Teoalida ...
Global Top Ten Screen
Size Popularity. Screen
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Resolution (Pixel) and
Percentage of Global
Share 1. 320 X 480 (Smart
Phones & iPhones) –
11.4% 2. 768 X 1024
(iPads and 10 inch note
books) – 7.3% 3. 1024 X
768 – 7.8% 4. 1280 X 800
((12 Inch notebook) –
19.5% 5. 1280 X 1024 –
6.5% 6. 1366 X 768 –
13.5% 7.

